Fabrication of durable and flexible single-walled carbon nanotube transparent conductive films†
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In the present work, flexible, durable, transparent, conductive films (TCFs) were fabricated with the use of aqueous dispersed single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). A small amount of the synthesized sulfonated poly(ether sulfone) (SPES) was used to effectively disperse SWCNTs with high aspect ratios. The lengths and heights of the dispersed SWCNTs were 2.5 ± 1.0 μm and 2 ± 1 nm, as determined by TEM and AFM, respectively. TCFs were fabricated using spray coating on a PET substrate; the best performance among the TCFs was achieved with a sheet resistance ($R_s$) of 125 Ω sq$^{-1}$ and optical transmittance of 87.1%. Moreover, no appreciable change in the $R_s$ was observed after repeated bending cycles and adhesive peel-off tests, which indicate that SPES acts as a good dispersant and effective binder for the improvement in durability and adhesion behavior of the resulting TCFs in the absence of additional binders. Therefore, this material holds great potential for scalable and facile production of flexible SWCNT-TCFs for various electronic applications.

Introduction

Transparent conductive films with flexible character have been the focus of much attention for next-generation thin, lightweight, foldable and bendable electronic applications. Flexible displays are expected to be used in a wide range of applications such as televisions, monitors, mobile devices, e-publications, fabrics, and medical equipment. As uses of technology advance, the demands for user-friendly and universal displays as human interfaces are also fast increasing in the upcoming years. Currently, indium tin oxide (ITO) is used commercially to produce TCFs for the electrodes of displays and touch screen panels. However, there is a need for an alternative material which can overcome the disadvantages associated with the use of ITO such as high processing costs, inflexibility, and insufficiency of rare metals.

For past few decades, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are considered as a promising material in various fields including energy, environment, medicine, and textiles because of their unique and outstanding properties such as good electrical properties, high mechanical and thermal stability.1–11 In particular, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), which have remarkable electrical mobility, conductivity and work functions,12 are deliberated favorable in electrical applications such as transistors,6,14,15 sensors,16,17 memory devices18 and conducting films.4–7,19–21 Thus, SWCNTs are expected as the best candidate material to replace current ITO due to outstanding flexibility, good stability, high conductivity and good optical transparency, ability of low-temperature printing and coating process; and thanks to its abundant availability which has great potential for the cost reduction.

However, SWCNTs exist as thick bundles due to their high surface energy and strong van der Waals force, and exhibit poor dispersibility in water and common organic solvents. To overcome this issue, several strategies have been adopted over the years to de-bundle SWCNTs with high aspect ratios.22,23 Among the techniques, non-covalent functionalization method using polymeric dispersants is seen as an effective strategy to de-bundle SWCNTs with high aspect ratio while minimizing the structural defects.24–29 High aspect ratio SWCNTs are expected to decrease the network resistivity because of a smaller number of contacts in series. However, the non-covalent functionalization methods have been reported with the use of a higher amount of polymers or surfactants for exfoliation of SWCNTs. The residual dispersants increase the contact resistance between CNTs, which needs further processing steps to remove the residual dispersant.30,31

In our previous reports,22–24 polymeric dispersants (CNTs to polymer ratio, 1 : 10) were employed to disperse SWCNTs individually with high aspect ratio in various organic solvents.
Various post-treatments of the TCFs such as chemical doping (HNO₃ and SOCl₂) and thermal treatment were also used to improve the conductivity. However, high-temperature treatment was not generally deliberated upon the low-temperature plastic substrate. Though, chemical doping treatment of CNT TCFs are used in the improvement of charge carrier and the decrease of contact resistance between CNT junctions, the doped CNT films become sensitive to air, temperature, and humidity. Thus, most of the reported CNT-based TCFs properties are not stable as a serious drawback in many applications.²⁷,⁵¹,³⁶

In recent years, CNT TCFs have been reported with high transmittance and high conductivity. However, they lack in good durability due to weak adhesion between the CNT films and the polymer substrate which limits their practical and scalable use in electronic fields.²⁷,³⁸ Binder/or additives are commonly used to increase the adhesion between CNT and polymer substrate which, however, results with disadvantages in terms of higher resistance due to their insulating behavior in the CNT junctions.¹⁹–⁴² Moreover, the main drawback lies with the fact that the excess binder/additive can’t be easily removed by water washing or acid-treatments.⁴⁰–⁴²

There is a special requirement to disperse CNTs in the aqueous medium due to economic and environmental reasons. Besides, as a key requirement for high-performance applications in electronics, it is important to fabricate the TCFs with good transmittance, high conductivity as well as excellent durability without the use of any binder/additive or post treatments. No post treatment also implies that the manufacturing process of TCFs can be more simplified by eliminating the rinsing equipment (for removing the binder or additive), which enables low-cost fabrication of TCFs. So, the simplified fabrication of low-cost CNT TCFs needs essential a new polymeric dispersant which imparts the combined properties including good dispersion ability, doping agent to enhance the conductivity and also as a binder to enhance the durability.

In this regard, we synthesized sulfonated poly(ether sulfone) (SPES) to disperse SWCNTs with high aspect ratio using a significantly lower amount of the polymer (CNTs to polymer ratio, 1 : 1) in aqueous medium and fabricated TCFs thereof for the best performance in terms of transmittance, conductivity, and durability without any post-treatments. Sulfonated poly(ether sulfone) have been extensively investigated as proton exchange membrane material for fuel cell and other membrane applications because of their good thermal, mechanical, solvent resistant and ionic conductivity properties. Thus, the synthesized SPES which consists of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic moieties is highly soluble in water and able to disperse SWCNTs individually for long term stability (more than 6 months). Hydrophobic fluorinated aromatic moieties in SPE backbone structure are expected to act as the anchor to the hydrophobic CNT surfaces by π–π interactions. Meanwhile, hydrophilic sulfonic acid groups (–SO₃H) of SPES are also expected to be an effective stabilizer and dopant for individual SWCNTs in the solution.¹⁹ The stability of the SWCNT dispersion is determined by TEM and AFM. The structural quality of the SWCNT dispersion is checked with Raman spectroscopy. Finally, the mechanical durability of TCFs in terms of bending and adhesive peel-off test are investigated in the absence of any kind of binder/additive and discussed.

Results and discussions

Water soluble SPES (Fig. S1†) was synthesized (detailed synthesis procedure has been given in the ESI†) from the base-mediated condensation polymerization of 6Fbpa with SDCDPS in NMP. The chemical structure of the SPES was confirmed from the 1H NMR (Fig. S2†) and ATR FT-IR spectra (Fig. S3†). The SPES with both hydrophobic (fluorinated aromatic backbone) and hydrophilic groups (sulfonic acid) was found to be an effective polymeric dispersant as SWCNTs were individually dispersed in aqueous medium with long term stability (more than 6 months). Aqueous dispersion of SWCNTs (1 g L⁻¹) by non-covalent functionalization with different weight concentration of SPES (0.0, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 weight%) are shown in Fig. S4.† Non-covalent functionalization was achieved through π–π interactions between the SWCNTs surface and the hydrophobic fluorinated aromatic backbone moieties in the SPES.²⁹,³⁰,⁴¹ Further, the sulfonic acid groups (–SO₃H) in SPES could be effective stabilizer and dopant for the dubbed SWCNTs.²⁹ The hydrophilic nature of charged sulfonate groups being accessible by bulk water helps the exfoliation and the stabilization of individual SWCNTs come through their electrostatic repulsion.⁹

TEM and AFM were utilized to characterize the length and diameter of the SWCNTs dispersion. Fig. 1a shows the TEM images of dispersed SWCNTs using SPES as a dispersant. From the TEM images, it was evident that SWCNTs were well dispersed with reasonably higher length. Further, in the SWCNTs length distribution (Fig. 1b), the average length of dispersed SWCNTs was ca. 2.5 ± 1.0 μm. The estimated length of dispersed SWCNTs was 2 to 2.5 times higher than the previous reports.⁴⁴–⁴⁶ AFM was used to determine the diameter of dispersed SWCNTs. AFM image and height profiles of SWCNT dispersion are shown in Fig. 2. From the height profile, the average diameter of dispersed SWCNTs was observed to be 1–2 nm (0.1% SPES), 2–4 nm (0.5% SPES) and 2–3 nm (1% SPES). The AFM image clearly indicates that the SWCNTs were dispersed individually or small bundle diameter. It is important to maintain a high aspect ratio after dispersion because the length of the SWCNTs influences the electrical properties of the resulting SWCNT network. Dispersion of SWCNTs with high aspect ratio results in a smaller number of junctions between SWCNTs in the network, lowering the contact resistance.³²–³⁴,⁴⁹ The AFM and TEM results revealed that the SWCNTs were individually dispersed and maintained their high aspect ratios while using SPEs as a dispersant.

UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the characterization of SWCNT for dispersion and efficiency.⁵⁰,⁵¹ In the UV-vis region, SWCNTs dispersed as individuals show characteristic absorption bands corresponding to additional absorption due to van Hove singularities. On the other hand, bundled CNTs in which tunneling of carriers occurs between the nanotubes hardly show the absorption bands due to quenching of the photoluminescence properties.²²–³⁴ Fig. 3a shows the UV-vis absorption spectrum in the range of 400–1200 nm for SWCNT dispersions. The peaks at 900–1200 nm and 550–800 nm were
assigned to the first and second van Hove transitions of semiconducting SWCNTs (S11 and S22) respectively, and the peak at 400–550 was attributed to the first van Hove transitions of metallic SWCNTs (M11). Well-defined absorption peaks observed in the 900–1100 nm range reveal that SWCNTs were well dispersed individually for each solution. In particular, the SWCNTs solution with 0.1% SPES with the highest intensity indicates the effective individual dispersion of SWCNTs with the lower amount of dispersant. Raman spectroscopy was also successfully used to characterize the SWCNT structural properties and determines the level of defects in SWCNTs. Fig. 3b shows the Raman spectra for SWCNT dispersions using SPES as the polymeric dispersant. The peak at 171 cm\(^{-1}\) was attributed to the radial breathing mode (RBM) caused by the expansion and the contraction of the nanotube. The RBM frequency is specifically important for the determination of the diameter distribution of SWCNTs.\(^{33,34}\) The RBM frequency can be empirically related to the diameter of the SWCNT by

\[ \text{RBM} = \frac{C_1}{d} \]  

where \(d\) is the diameter of the carbon nanotube and \(C_1\) (ref. 33) is equal to 223.75. The RBM peak were observed for all the SWCNTs dispersion almost same at 171 cm\(^{-1}\). From these values, the diameters of SWCNTs as calculated by eqn (1) were in the range of 1.31 nm, which is slightly larger size than the as received. The peak at 1327 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponds to the disorder-induced mode D, and 1583 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponds to the G band arising from vibrations along the axis and around the circumference of the tube. The intensity ratio of the induced disorder \((I_D)\) to in-plane vibration \((I_G)\), provide important evidence regarding the defective level of CNT’s structure.\(^{52}\) In this work, we observed very low \(I_D/I_G\) ratios (2.0–2.5%), as shown in Table 1. This indicates the successful dispersion of SWCNTs without much introduction of defects into the SWCNT structures using SPES as the polymeric dispersant.

---

**Fig. 1** TEM images of SWCNTs dispersed in water with SPES as the polymeric dispersant (a) 0.1%, (b) 0.5% (c) 1.0% SPES and (d) SWCNT length distribution (0.1 wt% SPES).

**Fig. 2** AFM phase and height images for the SWCNT dispersions (a and b) 0.1%, (c and d) 0.5% and (e and f) 1.0% SPES as the polymeric dispersant.

**Fig. 3** UV-vis-NIR (a) and Raman (b) spectra for SWCNT dispersions using SPES as the polymeric dispersant (the inserted image indicates the RBM region).
The TCFs were fabricated by spray-coating the SWCNT dispersed solutions onto the flexible PET substrates. The thickness CNT film in final TCF films was measured as ~100 nm by surface profile meter. The sheet resistance ($R_s$) of the TCFs fabricated using 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0% polymer dispersant were 125 $\Omega$ sq$^{-1}$ (transmittance, 87.1%), 21.4 $\Omega$ sq$^{-1}$ (transmittance, 88.6%) and 9.6 $\Omega$ sq$^{-1}$ (transmittance, 84.9%), respectively. The SWCNT dispersions using 0.5 and 1.0% SPES showed a higher value of $R_s$ than that with 0.1% SPES. As weight fractions of SWCNTs were the same for the three solutions and the SWCNTs in the solutions were dispersed with almost similar high aspect ratio, the difference in the $R_s$ values might be due to the following reason: as the higher amount (0.5 and 1.0%) of SPES dispersant was used, residual polymer and excess polymer wrapping of SWCNTs could function as insulators resulting in increased contact resistance in the CNT network for the fabricated TCFs. Since, the SWCNT dispersion with 0.1% SPES showed better results in terms of the lowest resistance with good transmittance, was chosen for further detailed study. Fig. 4 correlates the average $R_s$ values with the transmittance of TCFs made with a number of spray coating of SWCNT solution (0.1% SPES) and compares with values for various other previously reported TCFs. The TCF showing the lower $R_s$ (125 $\Omega$ sq$^{-1}$) and high transmittance (87.1%) for the first time without any post treatment is a considerable achievement when compared with the results of previous research. Here, the sulfonic acid groups in the SPES could act as a dopant for the CNT film to increase the charge carrier and reduce the contact resistance of CNT film resulting in a reduction of resistance without the use of any chemical treatment. The observed value was quite comparable with the values recently reported by Harris et al., where the SWCNT film was prepared using chlorosulfonic acid. In this work, it was thus, confirmed that SWCNT dispersion prepared using 0.1 wt% SPES was more suitable for lower cost fabrication of TCFs with a simplified processing.

The mechanical stability of the SWCNT TCF (from 0.1% SPES) was investigated by bending test (Fig. 5a). The TCF film was bent for 1000 times and the $R_s$ were measured from the average of every 25 bending cycles. As shown in Fig. 5b, there was no significant increase in $R_s$ after 1000 bending cycles. An increase of less than 15% in the $R_s$ value of the SWCNT TCF was observed after 1000 bending cycles. Fig. 5c–e shows the SEM images (and inset optical images) of the TCF as prepared and compares with the TCF after repeated bending and peel-off tape test. The mechanical durability of the TCF was checked for adhesion property by peel-off tape test. In this test, the Scotch™ tape (3M) was pasted to the film with constant pressure, and then the tape was peeled out to remove CNT film from the polymer substrate. The adhesion was evaluated by measuring the resistance of the films for as-prepared ($R_0$) and after a peel-off tape test ($R$). After adhesion test with the Scotch™ tape for 5 times, almost no change in $R_s$ was observed; this may be due to the presence of SPES, which imparts a strong interfacial bonding between SWCNTs and the polymer substrate to enhance the adhesion. The hydrophobic rigid aromatic structures of SPES dispersant could provide a sufficient $\pi-\pi$ interactions with both CNT surface and the PET substrate in the absence of any binders/additives. On the other hand, there are reports in which SWCNTs were removed from the TCF substrate while using small molecule surfactants or polymeric dispersants in the absence of binders or additives in peel-off test. This indicates the effectiveness of SPES as a polymeric dispersant to induce good dispersion of individual SWCNTs with high aspect ratio as well as outstanding mechanical durability in flexible TCFs. We believe that this approach may be used to
develop the large-scale production of transparent electrodes with good flexibility, stability, and durability, suitable for touch panel applications. Fabricated CNT TCFs may be suitable for touch panel applications (touch screen needs a sheet resistance in the range of 50–300 Ω sq⁻¹) to replace the ITO market in a low cost process. However, the fabricated CNT TCFs are not well comparable to the ITO for low resistance (<50 Ω sq⁻¹) applications. In this context, further developments would be required to enhance the performances of CNT TCFs. Fabrication of CNT hybrid TCFs with graphene or metal nanowires may be a suitable approach to overcome the conductivity limits in the current CNT-based TCFs to replace the ITO in the display applications.⁶⁰–⁶²

**Conclusion**

Flexible and bendable CNT TCFs were successfully fabricated with high conductivity, good transmittance, and mechanical durability from the de-bundled SWCNTs in the aqueous solvent using a small amount of SPES. The synthesized SPES was able to disperse SWCNTs individually with high aspect ratio for long-term stability (>6 months). Flexible TCFs fabricated from the spray coatings of SWCNT dispersion (with 0.1% SPES) on PET film substrate showed the first ever best performance with sheet resistance as low as 125 Ω sq⁻¹ with a good optical transmittance of 87.1% without any chemical doping treatment as post-processing. Further, the TCF was very stable and durable asmittance of 87.1% without any chemical doping treatment as comparable to the ITO for low resistance (<50
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